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Contexts and Critical Perspectives 

Why I Want To Make My Film and Why It Should Be Made 

I want to make this film and feel it should be made for a variety of reasons. One of the main 

purposes to my film is to use hidden messages within the narrative and the characters to 

raise awareness around the issue depression and anxiety and how it can be a silent issue 

within people. I will do this mostly through using the characters I have created. As my main 

character Ed, will be the one with these issues, I will show throughout the story how they are 

silently taking him down and affecting his daily life, as this is what happens to most. I will also 

have Eden represent this depression in her personality and costume, as she is mostly silent, 

but takes Ed away, signifying the depression has won over him. 

I also want to make this film as I want to explore my artistic abilities with filmmaking, 

experimenting with my talents in the production of a short film, looking into cameras, 

lighting, setting, narrative and directing. I also want to explore the genre of contemporary 

Sci-Fi/ Fantasy, as this is something I am very interested in, but also find my own style within 

this genre and type of filmmaking, as with most directors such as Tim Burton, I want to find 

my own distinct style of films that makes me stand out from other filmmakers of the genre 

and generation. 

Where I Could Screen My Final Film 

In terms of screening my final film once it is completed, I have many ideas for where to 

screen it to the audience. The first plan I have is to enter the film into a Film festival. I have 

already looked into possible festivals I can try and enter my film into once it has been 

completed, such as Aesthetica Short Film Festival or the more local Leeds Young Film Festival, 

as these have many categories where my film and style would fit in perfectly. If I was able to 

enter it into a festival, I would hold off from screening it online until it had premiered at the 

festival, but I would look at websites I could screen the film to a wider range of the audience 

on. I could look at how short film websites such as Short Of The Week, to try and have a 

digital premier through that platform, but also use Vimeo and YouTube as final platforms. I 

would wait till the after the festival screening to do this as some film competitions and 

festivals want premier rights. If the film didn’t make it to a film festival, I would go straight to 

an online premier potentially on Short Of The Week, or Vimeo and YouTube. 


